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LABOR SAFETY
LAW OF GEORGIA

Georgian Parliament has adopted a Law on
Labor Safety to define basic requirements
and preventive measures in terms of
workplace safety for employees. This law
regulates the rights, obligations and
responsibilities of state bodies, employers,
employees, and employee representatives,
as well as other individuals in the work area,
who are related to the creation of safe and
healthy work environment.  
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Scope
Purpose of this law is to define general principles of basic requirements and preventive

measures that are related to occupational safety and health (OSH) at workplace, the

existing and anticipated risks, prevention of accidents and occupational diseases,

training, informing, and consulting of the employees, their equal engagement in the

occupational health and safety protection issues. This law shall apply, in the field of

labour safety, to all areas of economic activity, including the labour relations as

determined by the Organic Law the Labour Code and the law  on Civil Service.  

EMPLOYER OBLIGATIONS

LABOR SAFETY SPECIALIST

Ensure registration, inquiry and reporting

of the accidents and occupational

diseases in the work space. Regularly

ensure the inspection of the safety

conditions of the equipment,

maintenance of the means of protection,

control of the proper use of the

equipment and fulfilment of all other

relevant obligations in that specific case.

Provide employees with training on

security issues, technological processes

and methods related to them. To

reimburse all expenses incurred

regarding to labor safety and sanitary-

hygienic measures in the workplace

ADDITIONAL OBLIGATIONS

For the effective cooperation and

communication of the employer with the

employees regarding the labor safety

issues in the enterprise/institution which

has 20 or more employees, employer

shall select one of the employees to work

as a representative of the employees

regarding issues of labour safety. A

person may be elected and appointed as

a representative of the employees only in

case of his/her consent. Fulfil other

obligations related to regular medical

examinations, risk assessment and

prevention of the accidents, and etc.

The law obliges the employer to appoint

the labor safety specialist. In case the

company has 20 or less employees,

employer (owner/director) may represent

a labor safety specialist, in case the

company has 20 to 100 employees, it is

obliged to appoint at least 1 specialist

and in case the amount of employees is

more than 100, it is necessary to create a

suitable service (department) with at

least 2 specialists. The law allows the

representative of the employee to be the

labor safety specialist as well. 

SPECIALIST’S QUALIFICATIONS

The person/specialist responsible for labor

safety should have the relevant

professional experience and qualification -

abilities and technical skills that shall be

confirmed by the certificate of attendance

of the relevant accredited program. The

capacity, the procedure of the

implementation and the terms and

conditions of the program are to be

determined by the administrative-legal act

of the Minister of Labor, Health and Social

Affairs within 3 months after the

enactment of this Law.
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In addition, the law classifies the accidents that might occur on working site (light,

medium, heavy, fatal and mass), and obliges the employee to inform the employer

about the accident immediately. The employer is obliged to implement the measures

envisaged under the law, including recoding the accidents. 

If the Employer appoints the Labor Safety Specialist in accordance with the norms

under legislation, or invites other authorized person (external service) to perform

appropriate services, it does not exempt the employer from responsibilities under this

law

RESPONDING TO ACCIDENTS

LIABILITIES

The law provides the following types

of liabilities - warning, fines and

suspension of the work process. 

Different types of penalties are

defined by the law, for example,

implementation of heavy, harmful

and dangerous works with increased

risk without registering these

activities shall result in imposition of

1,000 GEL fine and in case of

repetition of the same action - 2,000

GEL fine.

If there are no critical inconsistencies

with the legislation, the first

response to the violation shall be a

warning. In case of further non-

fulfilment of the instructions of the

Supervision Agency, fines depend on

the offender and the amount of

income and VAT taxable transactions

of the previous calendar year.

Accordingly, the fine might deviate

between 10 000 and 20,000 GEL for

individual persons, and between

20,000 and 50 000 GEL in the case

of VAT payers.

INSURING THE ACCIDENTS

Cases of Fatal Accidents
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Employer is obliged to provide health

insurance from the work accidents at

own expense during the employment

period. The requirement of this

paragraph applies to the work places

with the increased hazard, hard,

hazardous and harmful working

conditions. 
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PREVENTION

To reduce and eliminate the risk to the occupational safety (according to the size of the

enterprise and the nature of the work), the employer should assess all potential risks

and take necessary steps based on the following general principles:
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Make sure that the existing risks are avoided

Evaluate those risks and threats, which cannot be avoided

Make sure that the risks are reduced, including the elimination of their sources

Replace the risk factors with safe or less dangerous factors

Elaborate a consistent policy of the preventive measures

Prioritize the collective protection measures over the individual measures

Conduct relevant training to the employees

Ensure that the work is adapted to the employee, especially from the
perspective of the arrangement of the work area, work equipment, and
selection of work and enterprise methods

This publication has been carefully prepared, but it has been written in general terms and should be seen as broad
guidance only. The publication cannot be relied upon to cover specific situations and you should not act, or refrain from
acting, upon the information contained therein without obtaining  legal advice. 
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RISK  ASSESSMENT DOCUMENT
The employer is obliged to keep the risk assessment document according to the rules

set by the administrative-legal act. Example below: 

CONSULTATION
Before taking decision the employer shall ensure participation of employee/s or their

representative/s in resolving the issues about occupational safety and health, which

implies: Consultations with employees, the right of an employee or representative of

the employees to initiate proposals on occupational safety and health and maintain a

balanced participation between all involved parties. 




